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Chapter I. Introduction and Summary 

In the past decade there has been considerable interest in 
Quantum Crystals.'" ° From a theoretical point of view, the 
differences between a quantum crystal and its classical 
counterpart are mainly the large zero-point motion of the 
particles and the fact that quantum statistics are important for 
such a system. In the past, the only known quantum crystals 

3 4 were the solid phases of He and He, which can exist only under 
pressure at a low temperature. Recent interest has, however, 
shifted to nuclear matter and neutron stars, which were predicted 
to exist as quantum crystals by several authors.'' In the case 
of helium, the quantum effect of the zero-point motion arises 
because of the weak attractive potential coupled with light mass. 
Furthermore, the kinetic energy of the system is comparable to its 
potential energy and that makes theoretical calculation quite 
complicated. The large zero-point motion (about 30% of the 
nearest neighbour distance in He), also results in the failure 
of the traditional lattice dynamical theory10 which uses the small 
oscillation expansion. Also, because of this large zero point 
motion, the strong, short-range repulsion between two atoms 
becomes important so that correlations between particles cannot 
be neglected. This results in the failure of variational 
calculations using only single-particle wave functions, e.g., the 
Hartree type of calculations.1 A successful treatment, therefore, 
has to start with quantum mechanics, and should be able to account 
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for not only the elementary excitations of the sol id, which is a 

property of a l l crystals, but also the effects due to the short-

range repulsion. Progress has been made in using systematic 

perturbation theory, self-consistent phonon theory, t-matrix 
9 2 3 6 

calculations, and cluster expansion calculations ' ' in computing 

the ground-state energy of solid helium and i ts various properties. 

Our purpose is to formulate a scheme, using the variational 

principle, with a t r i a l wave function that has the required 

properties to adequately describe the quantum crystal problem, 

namely to be able to account for the short-range repulsion. Such a 

scheme offers several advantages: 1) Since i t is a variational 

calculation, the wave function produced is optimal and we also 

obtain an upper bound to the ground state energy. 2) Since 

a.variational calculation always produces a wave function of the 

system, the result of the calculation can be checked by Monte-

Carlo methods which means that the approximations that we have 

made in the calculation can be checked. 3) I f we have obtained 

a good ground state wave function, i t can be used as a starting 

basis for perturbation calculation. Such a method has been devised 

by Feenberg and is called a correlated basis function type of 
•to 

calculation. 
In Chapter II we shall derive and discuss the variational 

equation using Jastrow-type wave functions, which are a product of 
pair wave functions, as our trial wave function. The logic in 
choosing such a trial v/ave function is that it is the simplest 
wave function that can describe the correlation effect, i.e., 



that the wave function should vanish if any two particles are 

close to one another. In our calculation, we shall ignore / 

^statistics since, for He, the exchange energy is three orders / 

df magnitude smaller than the ground state energy. We shall, 

therefore, treat statistics in an approximate way after.the 
13 

ground-state energy is computed by f i r s t ignoring s t a t i s t i c s . 

The variat ional equation is non-linear. However, i t can be 

s impl i f ied by wr i t i ng i t in terms of two, three and four par t ic le 

d is t r ibu t ion functions. In such a form, the relationship between 

the wave functions and the two-part icle d is t r ibut ion function is 

provided by the BBGKY equation. We shall also discuss the various 

approximations used in simpl i fy ing the variational equations so 

as to obtain a form that is possible to solve numerically. This 

involves essent ial ly truncating the equation so that the three and 

four par t ic le d is t r ibu t ion function can be approximated by some 

form of the two par t ic le d is t r ibut ion funct ion. In actual numerical 

calculat ions, we separate both the wave function and the two 

par t i c le d is t r ibu t ion function into two parts, one part involves 

the phonon (or local izat ion) and the other part takes care o f the 

short-range correlat ions. Such, a separation is essential i n the 

calculat ion-since the variat ional equation probably does not have 

unique solutions as i t can describe both the l i qu id phase and the 

so l id phase as we l l . In doing the separation, we are looking for 

a so l id phase solut ion. Furthermore, in our numerical calculat ion, 

we are always very careful so that the local izat ion part of the 
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wave function is treated exactly and we only approximate on the 
short-range correlation part. 

In Chapter III, we discuss the numerical approximations and 
simplifications and also present the results. It is obvious from 
the results that the approximations have destroyed the variational 
principle since at high density the calculated ground-state energy 
is lower than experimental values. We wish to emphasize, hov/ever, 
that the motivation is to demonstrate the feasibility of such a 
calculation and furthermore, we are able to obtain an approximate 
wave function for the system which can be used in a Monte-Carlo 
calculation for the ground-state energy and for the exchange 
integrals in solid He. 

In Chapter IV we describe a Monte Carlo calculation using the 
resulting wave function of Chapter III. The Monte Carlo calculation 
is indeed exact and produces an upper bound which compares 
favorably with all previous calculations. This indicates that the 
wave functions we obtained are really not too bad. We also 
describe a Monte Carlo-Variational calculation combination in which 
the short range correlation function is obtained from a differential 
equation (the approximate variational equation) and the Gaussian 
wave function is determined variationally from Monte Carlo. 

' 3 Chapter V deals mainly with exchange in He. The exchange 
3 

interaction in solid He, though small compared with the ground-
state energy, has a pronounced effect on the low temperature 
thermodynamics and nuclear magnetic resonance properties of solid 
3 He. It has received a considerable amount of theoretical, and 



experimental attention over the past ten years. In particular, 

i t has been pointed out by McMahan
1 that exchange is a many-body 

effect, and that in order to obtain a correct estimate of the 

exchange energy, one has to calculate the fu l l many-body exchange 
15 

integral. Secondly, Zane has suggested that the apparently 

anomalous results of Kirk and Adams might be explained by the 

presence of significant t r ip le exchange. Our wave function, in 

particular, the one that is obtained by Monte Carlo calculation, 

offers an excellent means of testing these ideas. We, therefore, 

computed by Monte-Carlo methods, the nearest-neighbour, next-

nearest neighbour and the only important t r ip le exchange t 

the 112-triple exchange integral. We find the value of J, 

to be roughly equal to the experimental value at the two densities 

that we performed our calculation. Further, we find the ratio of 

l
J
112 l

/
l
J
l I

 t 0 r a n g e f r o m * "
1 / 2 8 at R = 3.65 X to —1/54 at 

o . . . 

R = 3.45 A, and that the value of |J2J and jJ-jiol
 a r e about equal 

An extrapolation of these points to the density at which the 

Kirk-Adams experiment was performed yields an estimate of the ratio 

IJ^nJ/ lJ- i l of about 1/20 which is in relatively good agreement 

with the value of 1/15 estimated to be that which is necessary to 

accountfor the KirkrAdams results in terms of t r ip le exchange. 

However, due to the many approximations involved in these 

calculations, i t is not clear how accurately the exchange integrals 
17 3 

are determined. An estimate of the Nee! temperature of solid He 
■jo 

using the data of Adams et.al. and a nearest neighbor Heisenberg 
antiferromagnet model leads to a value of about 2.0 mK. Adams and 



Nosanow have estimated the effect of triple exchange on the 
Neel temperature and found that it raises TN to about 2.5 mK. 

20 Recently, Lee, Richardson and coworkers at Cornell have made new 
measurements which indicate that the transition occurs at about 
1.2 mK, which is in the wrong direction for triple exchange. Thus, 
although our calculations indicate that triple exchange is likely ' 
to be important in crystalline 3He, the full understanding of ;; 
the magnetic properties of crystalline 3He must still be 
considered as an open problem. 
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Chapter I I . Ground State Energy of Quantum Crystals. 

For Quantum crystals, because of their large zero point 

energy, the motion of the particles wi l l be strongly influenced 

by the large short-range repulsion in the interaction and must, 

therefore, be carefully treated in any calculation. For a 

variational calculation, one therefore has to build into the t r i a l 

wave functions this correlation effect. The simplest type of v/ave 

function that can take care of this e f fec t j s the general Jastrow-

type wave function, which is a product of factors, each of which 

depends on the relative coordinate of two particles and may be 

written 

TPO"*0 - Ejftty , (2.1) 

where the subscript indicates the lattice sites and i and j 
indicate the positions of particles i and j respectively. The 
best T (!•••* N) of the form (2.1) for a system is determined by 
the variational equation *"£/S&y («/*) = 0, where E is the 
expectation value of the Hamiltonian using the wave function (2.1). 
For a crystal 9ff(*j) would °e different for different lattice 
site i and j. In particular, for a generalized harmonic 
oscillator problem, the exact wave function is in the form 
exp ( - £ % «£ • §t-' «; ) where « ; = I; - 5 c and § 

'J ~J J , 
is a 3N x 3N matrix. The **j s are related to the normal 



H = - - 2. v, 
uj J , 

(2.2) 

where the pair interaction'is assumed to be symmetric; ••€. vtj)~\f(ji).,' 

and is usually taken to depend only on I&-£.*| • In particular, -:'l/$g 

the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential is often taken for helium; i . e . , •,-;v 
■V; '\ ■ 

coordinate by a unitary transformation. The same unitary . 

transformation when applied to the matrix G.. produces the 

phonon frequencies. Since this wave function is translational 

invariant, i t can be expressed in the Jastrow form (2.1) where _ 

? J « p = '**M-i2j'|y Hij) and «C;- = u^u. 
Therefore, the generalized Jastrow form is sufficiently general to 

take care of both the short-range correlations and the phonon '../ 

collective modes of the crystal. ;V 

For solid He, the effect of stat is t ics on the energy is down 

by three orders of magnitude and may therefore be neglected in a 

f irs t calculation. The Hamiltonian of the system is given by : 

flSI 
$ 
§31 
fi 
Irl 
i 
I 
ma 

Urn 

m 

«S>-»V[(f)"-(f)'], 
0-1 

where S = 10.22°K and <T = 2.556 A 

To obtain the best'g^ .(ij) one does a variation 

(2.3) 

an* 

III 
m 
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3<tf IHI4>>/S£y(y) * ° 

which produces an integro-differential equation for g. . ( i j ) 

(2.4) 

where #„(£) = tffty) +±{ti*-tj) kfy(j) 

Equation (2.4) is perfectly general and can be applied to any 
N-body system. 

In the form written, (2.4) is a non-linear integro-differential 



equation. I t can be simplified (at least in form) i f we express 

i t in terms of two-three- and four-particle distribution 

functions defined as 

(2.5) 

After some manipulation, equation (2.4) becomes 

2. I F oi^^cjfcw*^ S E F ( W ) 
4**U • (2.6) 

Equations similar to (2.4) and (2.6) have been derived by Lee 
and Broyles2 for liquid helium and by Leckner and Werthamer 
for a general N-particle system. 

It can be shown that equations (2.6) and (2.4) can be 
obtained by integrating ^ H l p = E f(f;/Z over all 
coordinates except 1 and 2. If instead we integrate over all 
coordinates except the first n, we can obtain an equation for 
F . ^ (i"-n ) similar to (2.6), i.e., ••• • n 



n 

» ^ 

i.j *.-„ . ( z-7> 

We see, therefore, that there is a whole chain of equations that 

relate all the fv..h( ,*" ,0 and to solve for them we have an infinite 

system of coupled equations which must be solved self-consistently. 

For practical reasons, we will truncate (2.6) by introducing 

approximations for F,23(123) and F,23.(1234). 

A close examination of equation (2.6) indicates that the f i rs t 

three terms are of order one and the last two of order N. Since 

the energy E is a constant of order N, the term ]L \ P#ap|jr**Jfc3 IJ^pA) 

*fe> **£<* must also contain a large constant term which equals E, 

and in general another term of order one. This fact can be most 

easily seen by studying the harmonic problem, which can be solved 

exactly. When one evaluates the four-particle term in this case, 

one sees that i t is equal to a constant X F,2(12) plus a general 

two particle harmonic term x F._(12). Equation (2.6) can also be 

regarded as a natural extension of the single-particle Hartree 

equation to a two-particle case. For, if we write the single-

particle Hartree equation in the form of distribution functions 
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similar to equation (2.6) we obtain a similar equation;, i.e. 

(2.8) 

The first two terms are of order one and the last two of order N. 
The nice feature of the single-particle Hartree equation is that in 
this case 5,' \ fiZl( ! « ) £ . ( « ) « & < £ , 
is exactly equal to a constant x F-j(l) so that we have exactly 

(2.9) 

By analogy, one wishes to consider the following approximation for 

the two-particle Hartree case: 

(2.10) 

This approximation is analyzed in Appendix I. It is exact if a 



single-particle wave function is assumed i f the approximation 

F1234(1234) 2f F12(12) F34(34) is made, i f the superposition 

approximation is made for F1234(1234) in the case of l iquid 
21 helium or i f one approximates 

with 

Therefore, the f i r s t major approximation that we make is the 

truncation of the four-particle term; i .e . , 

L 3*£ J fbto) ~3 -*i) ** J~ V V ' ? (2 n ) 

With (2.11), equation (2.7) is reduced to a two-body equation 

- - - - - * (2.12) 

This equation is s t i l l quite general for an N-body problem with a 

two-body potential. Both the l iquid phase and solid phase can be 

described by such an equation. In order to find a solution for the 

solid phase, let us define 
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f,..4>-"'> H fyJ'-O 6,...,('-") ^ (2.13) 

where in this factorization, i t is intended that the $ . „ „0 -w ) 

describe the localization and & _ „ ( ' - • ►») the shortrange 

correlations. I f we examine equation (2.12), we see that 

localization wi l l arise mainly from the threeparticle terms 

which describe the effective potential well imposed on the two 

particles (1 and 2) by al l the rest of the particles. For F,2(12)l 

we can therefore define localization as the part of the two 

particle distribution function that is produced by this effective 

potential wel l , i . e . , 

*  (2.14) 

If this is so, then we can substitute (2.14) into (2.12) and obtain 
a differential equation for G,2(12) 



i % &,♦**> f V«a.) - £ l ^(Pjn) . y U £,£!) -

A t - . 

^fMW^Uj«;}G;(^ =(vy^"J m 

(2.15) 

There are sti l l two unknown functions we have to determine before 

we can solve for F12(12), i . e . , g^f- j ) and F123(123). The 

general function 9 ^ 0 j) can be similarly factored into a 

localized part and a short-range correlation part 

.". ' ip » 4> F= '-

i ' 

F = fcfy'j) . (2-16) 

Further we define 

(JU<"-") - J ^'--"-«&♦;-•«* 
H -i, 

(2.17) 
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Eventually, it is our aim to take $ as a generalized Gaussian 
wave function exp(-£-G'i< ) or, in simplified cases, just 
the product of single particle gaussians. The relationship 
between F12(12) and g^-(ij) can be taken from equation (2.5). 
However, it is more convenient to use the BBGKY equation 

5. *>*(•*). = I,\V:%:-*b 

or after some simple manipulations: 

(2.18) 

J 2. {^("0 
] ^ * L K * < . <2.19> 

There are two reasons for the introduction of these definitions. 
First of all, we are looking for a solution which describes a solid 
so that the functions would therefore have to describe both the 
elemenetary excitations and the short-range repulsion. Secondly 
these definitions also will provide a scheme which is amenable to 
practical computation. In addition, these definitions enable us to 
treat the localized part of the distribution function (and the 
related wave function) more exactly. This is possible because 
for a generalized gaussian (or for single-particle gaussians), 
Eq. (2.17) can be solved exactly therefore ensuring that the Cp 



that relates Vff F ^ a ) , F123(123) and F
12340234) is treated 

exactly. For F123(123) we wi l l write 

(2.20) 

where only the short-range correlation part is approximated by 
the superposition approximation. 



Chapter III. Numerical Computation and Results. 

Numerically, we have to solve equations (2.14), (2.15) 

and (2.19) self consistently. Without further simplifications, 

however, they are st i l l too complicated to solve. As a first 

approach we will make enough approximations to make numerical 

calculation feasible. Then, in Chapter IV, we can use these 

results as a basis for Monte-Carlo type calculations. 

Firstly, i t is convenient to work with a ^ such that 

4> = Tf<P£(i) . Then, 

= o>,co ••• < P H M 
(3.1) 

The BBGKY equation becomes 

a.X ^ w y«) ^*o jL^Ofl ^ 
(3.2) 

This is a rather complicated integro-differential equation for 

f,„(125. Because of severe computational difficulties we have 

been unable to solve (3.2) as i t stands. A possible approach is 

suggested in Appendix II. For this reason we have studied the 
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problem by looking at the simplest approximation to (3.2); i.e., 
keeping only the leading term 

v,LQtti0z) si cif .Mja) t (3<3) 

which implies that G12(12)  f * 2 0
2
) 

 T n e r e are two j u s t i f i 

cations for this approximation. In the f i r s t place, we are 

only approximating the shortrange correlation function, whereas 

the localizationed part which is the gaussian, needs no 

approximation. Secondly, in doing so, we have arrived at a 

differential equation for the short range correlation function 
5 6 8 

which has been independently arrived at by a number of workers * ' 

from very different approaches. Such a correlation function 

should thus be adequate for a f irstorder calculation. 

The singleparticle wavefunction ^ ( i ) can be taken 

as gaussian (in general, no such assumption is necessary and we 

do i t for numerical convenience) 

*,«>.« & V
t , H W

\ . (3.4) 

A / 
This modifies the effective potential 1/.. ( i j ) s l ight ly : i . e . , 

■:cj ' j •" Uj
u  J

 JJ * B i (3.5 



where the constant term comes from £ 2. "t; U. fyi(i) 

Therefore, for practical purposes, we can regard 

J " ' (3.6) 

since the constant term which arises from the Gaussians will 
only modify the eigenvalue S , 2 and will leave the eigenfunction 
unchanged. 

With (3.3) and (3.6), equation (2.15) for G12(12) can be 
written in terms of f-j2(12) and A; i.e., 

(3.7) 

and for a spherically symmetric f-function 

= 8(£C«-> (3.8) 

where the subscript °̂  denotes the neighbour number between 
the two lattice sites 1 and 2; for different neighbour pairs, 
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f,(r) would be different. Equation (3.8) is the same equation 
"* . 5 6 8 

that other workers have obtained using different approaches. ' • 

We therefore have confidence that such a short-range correlation 

function would give reasonable answers. The effective potential 

term 2) (12) in equation (2.14) i s : 

Boo - 2 \ * ^ [S>> ♦ <y«)J j£ 
3*i2- J Pn(n) *» 23 J 3 

w(.; + &(*) 
(3.9) 

where we have approximated 

«co *£^ jfyo V3)
^

, 3 )
% ; 

(3.10) 

i .e . , we approximate G23(23) - 1 in the expressions for &)(1) 

and W(2). The validity of (3.10) sti l l needs to be investigated. 

A similar approximation was discussed by Hetherington, Mullin 

and Nosanow in their cluster expansion calculation. They found 

that, in the three-body term, the integral ^■Fcu)-F0a)-ft*3> >" 

can be well approximated by <-P«u> ><fC l 3^>< ■*&)/ . Here, 

<, y denotes expectation value with respect to the gaussian 
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single particle v/ave functions, and f(r) is the Nosanow 
correlation function. However, the integral <vt*x) *«*)*<**)&*»? 

cannot be satisfactorily approximated by replacing either f(l-3) 
or f(2-3) by unity. We believe that in making approximation 
(3.10) we are faced with the same types of difficulties. Moreover, 
the approximation would be worse at higher densities where the 
hard core effect is more important. Therefore, we expect (3.10) 
to break down at high density; whereas, it may be more 
satisfactory at lower densities. 

Numerically, we symmetrize the effective potential W(i) 
and W(2) with respect to the coordinates «*, =• 1, - K, 
and i&„ i i. - R* and the Gaussian A value is determined from 
the curvature at the minimum of the potential well <-a (1) and 
5(2). In principle, there is a different Gaussian A value for 
different pairs of neighbours. For simplicity, we have taken A 
from the potential well <*> (1) when 2 is at infinity. 

Equations (3.10) and (3.8) are then solved self-consistently. 
We found that a four neighbour approximation was adequate, i.e., 
we determined "fj(r) up to «C = 4, and took fy)*j±lr') for <^ If.. 

The energy of the system is 

E * OW<P> 

J J JJ ^ . (3.11) 
U m :<j 
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with vij(.lj) defined in (3.6) and ^.-Gj} are the pair 
distribution functions for particles i and j. 

We have done the calculations at two different densities: 
o o 

R, = 3.45 A and R1 = 3.65 A . The results are summarized in 
Tables I and Figures 1, 2, 3. Although there is qualitative 
agreement with experiment, the energy and its derivatives are not 
as good as those obtained previously. Still there is one 
striking feature; namely, that the gaussian A value obtained 
in this way is much smaller than that obtained by other workers. 
In particular, McMahan and Guyer have pointed out that the 
exchange integrals are particularly sensitive to the Gaussian A 25 value. Because this is such an important point, we have studied 
this question further by using these results in a Monte-Carlo 
calculation of the energy which is discussed in Chapter IV. 
Using the same correlation function, we find that the A value 
which minimizes the"energy calculated via Monte-Carlo methods 
is about the same as the A value we found in this chapter. 
Thus, we may conclude that this approach is very useful in finding 
an appropriate trial wave function for use in a Monte-Carlo 
calculation. 
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Chapter IV. Monte Carlo Calculation of EQ. 

If the wave function of a system is known, then the Monte __ 
Carlo method is the best way to evaluate the pair distribution 
function or the ground state energy. Such a calculation is in princi
ple exact and therefore for any wave function, by the variational 
theorem, would give an upper bound to the energy. In the past various 

?6 
workers have performed Monte Carlo calculations using either the 
Nosanow wave function or the form f(r) = exp ( - £ C b/r) ) 
with b as variational parameter and obtained good agreements with 
experiment. Since we have obtained approximate wave functions, a 
Monte Carlo calculation would give an upper bound to the energy for 
such v/ave functions. A comparison with our previous calculations of 
the ground-state energy and pair distribution function would provide 
further insight into our calculations. 

At this point we v/ould like to direct the reader's attention 
27 

to a recent paper by McGee and Murphy who have calculated the 
ground state energy and pair distribution function of liquid He 
by using an f(r) that is derived from the solution of the two-body 
zero energy S-wave reduced Schrodinger equation 

where v(r) is the L-J potential. They have obtained excellent agree
ment with previous variational calculations and with experiment. 
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We believe our equation (2.5) 

(4.2) 

for the solid short range correlation function, is the counterpart 
of equation (4.1) for the solid. The only difference is that we 
have an additional undetermined parameter A. Now, the wave function 
that we used is 

j j » 

where 

and ^j(ij) are the solutions to equation (4.2) for a given A value. 
There are two possible Monte Carlo approaches. In the first place, 
we can approach the problem as a Monte Carlo calculation with A as 
a variational parameter and fjjO'J) determined uniquely for each A 
value and relative lattice distance R... Such an f is likely to 
be a good choice since, it is mainly determined by the strong 
short-range repulsive part of the interaction. The other approach 
is to use the Monte Carlo method as a check for'our numerical results 
given in the previous chapter since for any A and f, the Monte Carlo 
will give an upper bound to the ground-state energy and a pair 
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distribution function as well. 
The Monte Carlo integration technique has been fully described 

28 
in the literature . Briefly, one would like to evaluate the _. 
integral 

I
 s
i6(i-jWVCv-Lr>B

:
---*#iv

,,
'.

; 

J :•• -.>\*V (4.3) ,■■■■■■::, 

where the function G is now negative and normalized. One samples 
configurations of the system & s ^Xi "" I* ) according to 
the probability distribution & ( # ) and approximates the 
integral by 

T a J. i V(0 
tsi 

(4.4) 

where n is the number of such samples. In the limit of large n,';■';" 
(4.3) and (4.4) become equal. In fact one needs only to know G 
to within a multiplicative constant and the Monte Carlo integration 
will effectively use G/4G> as can be seen by setting V = 1 in 
equation (4.4). 

The integral that we meant to evaluate by Monte Carlo 
technique is the ground state energy 

L ... J y ~, ^ 
c _ . + 2. y 

J t £
5

 j : (4.5) 
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Therefore, we take G =v since<£> is no;? negative and normalized, 

and 

The Monte Carlo integration wi l l also evaluate the pair 

distribution function. In fact, one f i r s t evaluates by Monte 

Carlo, a l l the various F^-fTf . ) as a function of *" j_• only, 

and the energy is simply obtained by integrating fijijj) **,)' ty 

over t . - , i . e . , the pair distribution function G(^) is 

^ , i ' f'J(V 
" ^f^ . (4.6, 

The Monte Carlo integration is performed for a system of 54 

particles in bcc la t t i ce , arranged in the shape of a cube and 

with periodic boundary conditions imposed. For simplicity, we 

only use a two shell approximation, i . e . , only the nearest-

neighbour and next-nearest neighbour f ' s are included. This is 

done_because the other neighbours do not depend crucially on f . 

The Monte Carlo method is the biased random walk type 
29 described by McMillan. We discard the f i r s t 12,000 

configurations and average over the next 75.000 configurations. 
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The time taken on a CDC 6600 computer is about 15 minutes for each 
computation. We have computed the pair distribution function 

o 
and ground state energy at two different densities (R = 3.45 A 

o 
and R = 3.65 A) using the numerical f and A of Chapter III. We 
have also done a variational calculation with A as a variational 
parameter and minimized ground-state energy with respect to A. 
In Figure 1 we see that the dependence of f on A and R is very weak. 

o 
Especially in the region of importance (0 - 4 A) the difference 

o o 
between the f of R = 3.65 A , A = 1.15 and R = 3.45 A , A = 1.40 
is negligible. Therefore, in the variation of A, we can effectively 
keep f unchanged. The results are shown in Tables II, III and 
Figure 4 where we show the minimum EQ as a function of A for 
R = 3.45 and R = 3.65, and we show the pair distribution function 
as compared with that calculated from Chapter III. We also show 
E« as a function of R, the nearest-neighbour distance and 
compare with experiment and other calculations. We note that the 
Monte Carlo result gives a better density dependence of the ground-
state energy and the minimum A value is very close to that obtained 
from Chapter III. Furthermore, the Gaussian A value is consistently 
smaller than most other calculations. This, we believe, would 
give us a better agreement with experiment in the calculation of 

3 the exchange frequency in solid He. 
It is interesting to compare our Monte Carlo results with those 

of Her.sen and Levesque who use a correlation function that is equal 
n 

to exp( -£(b/r) ) with b and n as variational parameters. They have 
obtained a lower ground state energy than our calculation. However, 
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it is clear from Figure 2 that their calculation gives a poor 
density dependence at low density. We believe this poor density 
dependence is due mainly to a poor choice of correlation function. 

30 More recently, Hensen and Pollock have done Monte Carlo 
calculations using correlated Gaussian wave functions and 
exp( - j (b/r) ) as correlation function and found essentially 
no improvements over the previous calculation. Koehler has pointed 
out that a self-consistent phonon calculation would improve the 
ground state energy calculation by about 2°K over the calculation 
using single particle wave functions. This is substantiated by his 
calculation using the Nosanow correlation function and he obtained 
a 2°K lowering compared with the Nosanow single particle results. 
The discrepancy of the Hensen and Pollock result is again probably 
due to their correlation function which rises very slowly to unity 
as compared with the Nosanow correlation and our correlation function 
(see Figure 1). We believe that since our correlation function 
resembles the Nosanow function, the inclusion of correlated phonon 
wave function would improve our results. If that improvement is 
again roughly 2°K, we would obtain an excellent agreement with 
experiment. Another criticism of the Hansen and Levesque result is 
their unusually low Gaussian A value. Physically, this low A value 
is necessary to compensate for the large cut off by their correlation 
function. Furthermore, their wave function is unable to produce 

3 31 a reasonable exchange integral calculation for solid He. The 
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fact that the Hensen and Levesque wave function fails to produce 
a reasonable exchange integral is another indication that their 
wave function is not an adequate description of the true system. 
In conclusion, v/e believe we have found a reasonable approach to 
obtain a good ground state wave function for solid He. 
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3 Chapter V. Monte Carlo Calculation of Exchange in He. 

3 One consequence of the large zero point motion in solid He, 
is the existence of a relatively large exchange interaction. 
The resultant exchange energy is about three orders of magnitude 
larger than the nuclear spin magnetic dipole-dipole interaction 
energy, and about three orders of magnitude smaller than the ground 
state energy. This exchange interaction has a pronounced effect on 
the low temperature thermodynamics and nuclear magnetic resonance 

3 properties of solid He. It has received a considerable amount of 
14 theoretical and experimental attention over the past ten years. 

Although the theoretical work has appeared reasonably successful in 
its agreement with experiment, several complications have become 

25 apparent recently. For one, it has been pointed out that most of 
the calculation of the near neighbour pair exchange frequency obtain 
fortuitous agreement with experiment since they have neglected the 
many-body short range correlations which may reduce the result by 

15 as much as a factor of six. Secondly, Zane has suggested that the 
apparently anomalous measurements of Kirk and Adams who measured 
the excess pressure of solid He in strong external magnetic field 
might be explained by the significant presence of triple exchange 
processes—which were neglected in previous theoretical calculations 
based purely on the near neighbour pair Heisenberg Hamiltonian. 

IC 22 
Zane and McMahan and Guyer have subsequently given treatments 
which include triple exchange. In summary, they have shown that the 
leading terms in the exchange-Hamiltonian involve pair and triple 
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exchanges. The inclusion of triple exchange has the effect of 

modifying the Heisen berg Hamiltonian with near-neighbour and next-

nearest-neighbour interaction such that the effect of triple exchange 

is to "renormalize" the tv/o pair exchange parameters and causes the 

next-nearest-neighbour interaction to be ferromagnetic. 
13 25 

McMahan and more recently McMahan- and Guyer have formulated 
3 

a theory of exchange which emphasizes that exchange in solid He is 
a full many-body effect, and that any calculation of the exchange 

integral has to start with a full many-body wave function. For 
3 " 

solid He, the true Hamiltonian, which is spin independent, may 
be described by an effective Hamiltonian 

H«rt = H * - + H * , ( 5 - 1 ) 

where H, is the Lattice Hamiltonian and describes phonon like 
excitation of the solid. It also forms a set of home-based 
functions { % ! J for exchange calculations. And H x is the 
exchange Hamiltonian. The true Hamiltonian H of the system is then 
diagonalized in the manifold \QL ( ^ S * ) } where Oj. is 
the antisymmetrized and £* are a complete set of orthonormal 
spin functions for the N atoms. By expressing the anti-' 
symmetrizer in terms of permutation operators 

p 9 (5.2) 
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where P = P P , r = coordinate variables, 
(T = spin variables. By using the approximate relation 

<A.lHl<t>B> = E n s 

and 

r»>n (5.3) 

(5.4) 

for the low lying states, the Hamiltonian can be replaced 
approximately by 

L * (5.5) 

The permutation P can be written in terms of pairs, triple, 

cyclic four particle . . . .e tc . exchanges so that H* can be 

expressed as 

+ Jc"£«< + ^i'~k) + ^fa* oidLt* feyms 
(5.6) 
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Further approximations lead to an expression for the 
exchange operator given by 

(5.7) 

and the exchange frequency is 

X«Tr(SLJp)- (5.8) 

In the lowest order approximation, if we retain only the 
two particle exchange terms 3-y , H is reduced to the 
Heisenberg model. For low temperature, the temperature dependence 
of T - is small and it is usually replaced by an exchange 
integral Tp which is the expectation value of J"p on 
phonon ground state; i.e., 

* <4> 0lCH-Eo)i :CP-P* ,)|(t) 0> 

(5.9) 

and 

T p * <4>olCH-Eo)P |<f r 0 > 
(5.10) 
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for $o = real. It is obvious from the above expression 
that the net effect of the three particle exchange is to 
"renormalize" the pair exchanges. It turns out from actual 

25 numerical computation that the only significant contribution to 
H x comes from J-j, J2 and J-j-|2, where J, is the" near neighbour 
pair exchange, J2 the next near neighbour pair exchange and J,,2 
the triple exchange for a triangle of atoms containing two 
first neighbour sides and one second neighbour side. If v/e make 
the approximation 

( H - £ 6 ) <$>6 = o pear side of 2., (5.11) 

where 2 . is the hypersurface in configuration space separating 
and midway between the regions where Qo and P<f)c are large, 
the exchange integral T * can be expressed in terms of surface 
integral 

h. (5.12) 

where ds is the 3N-1 dimensional surface element whose di rect ion 

is perpendicular to 2 , . % is the ground state phonon wave 

function and P the permutation operator, V is the 

3N-dimensional gradient. This is a many-body integral and can be 

evaluated by Monte Carlo method. In the actual numerical 
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A - ,1 (
5
-
4
) 

computation 9o is taken to be the approximate ground state 
v/ave function 

The fjj(*,-.j) are numerical functions taken from our previous 
calculation and which are different for different neighbours. In 
our calculation we take f-j ,•(*•,•■,•) to be the first neighbour short 
range correlation function throughout. Vie estimated that in doing so, 
we might have introduced an error of about 25%. The numerical 
computation technique is a combination of cluster approximation 
and Monte Carlo technique. Successively larger cluster of 
particles are taken in the Monte Carlo calculation of J until 
the calculation converges. In most cases a cluster of 20 particles 
is sufficient to ensure convergence of the integrals. A comparison 
with the result of McMahan and Guyer show that the short range 
correlation, as compared to the Nosanow correlation function affects 
the results (for a given density and same Gaussian A value) of 
first-neighbour exchange by a factor of tv/o. This shows clearly 
that short range correlation function is important in the calculation 
of exchange. We have also found that the results for J, is in 
good agreement with experiment. Furthermore, we find the ratio 
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l J 1 1 9 | /(J,! to range from «" 1/28 at R = 3.65 A , 
l u 0-2' 0 o-2 

A = 1.0 A to-vl/54 at R = 3.45 A, A = 1.4 A , and that the 
value of |J2| and |J112l are about equal. An extrapolation 
of these points to the density at which the Kirk-Adams experiment 

0 
was performed (R 2* 3.73 A ) yields an estimate of this ratio o f 
about 1/20, which is in relatively good agreement with the value 
of 1/15 estimated to be that which is necessary to account for 
the Kirk-Adams results in terms of triple exchange. We have 
clearly shown that the effect of triple exchange is significant. 
However, whether triple exchange can explain the full magnetic 
properties of crystalline He is not clear. First of all , we have 
made numerous approximations in our calculations, and though the 
consistency of our results are encouraging, it is not clear in 
particular, how accurately the exchange integrals are determined. 
Secondly, the inclusion of triple exchange would modify the 

~~ 3 17 
estimation of the Neel temperature of solid He. An estimate 

3 10 

of the Neel temperature of solid He using the data of Adams et.al. 
and a nearest-neighbour Heisenberg antiferromagnet model leads to a 
value of about 2.0 mK. Adams and Nosanow" have estimated the 
effect of triple exchange on the Neel temperature and found that 
it raises TN to about 2.3 mK. More recently, Lee, Richardson and 20 coworkers at Cornell have made new measurements which indicate 
that the transition occurs at about 1.2 mK. It seems therefore, 
that triple exchange gives a wrong contribution to T... Thus, 
although our calculations indicate that triple exchange is likely 

3 to be important in crystalline He, the full understanding of the 
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3 magnetic properties of crystalline He must still be considered 
an open problem. 

We have summarized our results in Figure 5 and in Tables IV 
and V. 
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Appendix I. The Four-Particle Term. 

The purpose of this appendix is to show that the four-
particle term in the variational equation (2.6) reduces simply 
to a constant term times F.2(12) if we make the appropriate 
approximations; i.e., we would like to investigate the validity 
of the approximation 

] W'**!>%P®%^« ~ C"V9W X F*M • (I.D 
In the Hartree approximation (I.l) is certainly true, since the 

four-particle distribution function is simply a product of four 

single-particle distribution functions. 

In general, we define 

W'**> E *.**0n0 W1***), (1.2) 

where^>,23. represents the localization; i.e., 

^ u
C , a

^
= j*

X <
V-^ , (1.3) 

and 

* a M = \ ^f'**^ ■£»■£ 
(1.4) 
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Obviously in approximating the correlation term, v/e have to 

at least include a short-range correlations for the pair 

(3,4) so as to renormalize the hard core in 1T34(34). 

Therefore, the simplest approximation for F,2 3- is 

f^fcG***) * ^ 0 * * 4 ) &aCu.y G3J34). (LB) 

With this approximation, it is again obvious that (I.l) is 
true in the Hartree approximation. 

We will study next correlated Gaussians with a single A 
value. This is a most important case since such wave functions 
contain many correlations and it is not clear a priori how 
good (I.l) is for a correlated wave function. In this case 

(1.6) 

4 U c , i * 0 = 1 e ' d.7) i£<«><*<>«*;->C*<0 

where tf = * - £.. = w . - u , 
Then 

%*€ je ^V«** (I l
# (I-8) 



Furthermore, in our calculation, we assume that^3-(34) and 

^34(34) are both spherically symmetric and depend only<jn{r-.| 

Let us make a change of variable for u3 and u. ; i . e . , 

■u - -. tc + i u. * 1 u + — u . 
) (1.9) 

i.e., the integrals over r3 andjr^ becomes integrals over u and v̂. 
Then 

u r U - M . - - M * J V (1.11) 

and thus 

J^*Cu,^S*(*>^*** ~ 
-A a,* f - . ^ ^ - 1 ^ ^ 

3 A. 

(1.12) 

In this approximation; therefore, (I.l) holds. Thus we 
believe that it is reasonable to conclude that (I.l) is a good 
first approximation to use in the variational equation. 
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Appendix II. The Solid BBGKY Equation. 

In this section we will derive an expression for the 
solid BBGKY equation suitable for numerical computation. 
The BBGKY equation is: 

And, according to the definitions of equations (2.15), (2.18), 
(2.20) and (3.1) 

3* 

* ^ j * 2 t L V » * < , . (I1-2' 
From the definit ion of P-ipO2). we have 

«=- ( <f) ('«) 

a z . \ J*— 7 LCP (,3)otf (n.3) 
3*"- J $ (u) *" '3 *3 



We can therefore approximate in ( I I .2) 

***• J FfJ»3 '
3 * * # (II.4) 

We see that the use of (II.4) introduces an error of the order 

a 2. \ 4> 0*0 7 U «;_ to) [̂ CfOfe,(ft3- ll*r 

but this is probably not serious because G.„(13) G23(23) - 1 
whenever #123(123) is large and $123(123) ct o otherwise. 
With this approximation (II.2) becomes 

*Z J ^ > J. k £*.)■£, (H.5) 

In addition, if the localized part of the wave function is a product 
of single particle functions, (II.5) is exact. In particular, if 
the single particle functions are Gaussians, and if we assume 
that G12(12) and f]2(12) depend only on 1-2, the relative 
coordinator, we can integrate (II.5) over the center of mass 



coordinate and solve only for the relative part. The 

procedures and the resulting expression would be identical 

to the results that we will derive in the following pages. 

Therefore, the approximation (II.3) is probably a good one even 

for a general correlated Gaussian wave function. For numerical 

simplicity, we have also assumed that both G«2(12) and f,2(12) 

are spherically symmetric functions. To change (II.4) into a 

scalar equation, v/e multiply i t by a unit vector along ;£ 1 2 

and obtain 

4 ^ i r * UCraC*) = 3L<kj^fr U » + 

(H.6) 

If we let *l„.C«) = d/<*r^ Iwf r* .^ and 

and if we sphericalize (II.6) about r , 2 and rearrange terms, 

we find 

^' a
CM = * \ ^ + 

( i i . 7 ) 



For correlated Gaussian wave functions with a single A value 

*«. Of) (») e 
(II.8) 

where u s u _ 
^IX. ««-i u =. r - /? 

. Therefore, in 
the BBGKY equation, we have to do integrals of the form: 

1 ^ ) = 

l^sL /i> >:•«;<> 
j * * WJ fi.^y^^^f.r 

«.«. -15 

(H.9) 

If we now substitute 

- *» + ** - fs 
*) 

<a f -t 
°* •*■ V 

and define 

4 s f 
k
i a L43 U)  * 

ft
 = ?*.

 b = * 1. ft 
-*.s\ 



(II.9) becomes 

w ^ d T J^-J-VH1") 
X. 1 - 1. S f * . U t W - V e 

(11.10) 

we can now make use of the transformations derived by 

Hetherington, Mull in and Nosanow3 to obtain 

a J 
to 

Itt-tal 

uv+ wv_vv 

i,CP,Q) 
' (".in 
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where 

2A 

Aal)t = ^ [sc^bSb^+cVj - . fa^^^ 4 ; ] & 

and 

(11.12) 

with ihCP)=:(^ T m 

Bessel f V ^ ^ ^ ' ^ S P h e " « l 
vessel function and n f h+iA <> *u „ 

^C »>+'&) the Gamma function. The 
expression ( I i „ i 2 > 1 s u s e f u l Q* F o r l a r9e PQ (PQ > 15 s a v i 
an asymptotic series is used- y ) ' 

(11.13) 

As an example, let us work out tha 

with a two ,H i i e X P r e S S 1 ° n ° f 3 BBGKY e W 1 o n 
with a two-shell approximation For a t™ ci. n 

°n. hor a two-shell approximation, 
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v/e assume that 

Gtco - ' 

for b > 2 . That means, Tl^<)-o for b ^ 2. The subscript 2 
denotes the second neighbour. 

Then (II.6) becomes 

(11.14) 

For a bcc la t t i ce , in the twoshell approximation, the set of 

coupled BBGKY equations is 

♦ I.^-WW^'W^ 
■> (11.15) 
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(11.16) 

(11.13) and (11.14) can be solved self-consistently for">1(r) 

if coupled with equations (13) and^(14) of Chapter II which 

produce the Gaussian A value and 5 (r)« 
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TABLE I 

Calculated values of EQ, ground-state energy and A for 
the nearest-neighbour instances R = 3.45 and R = 3.65. 

R (A) A (A~ ) E0(°K) 

3.45 1.40 3.4 

3.65 1.15 2.3 

TABLE I I 

Monte-Carlo ground-state energy EQ as a function of A 
for R = 3.65. The correlation function was the same 
for each value of A. 

A (A" ) E0(°K) 

1.15 4.42 

1.05 3.70 

1.00 3.54 (min.) 

0.95 3.57 

0.85 4.17 



TABLE I I I 

Monte-Carlo ground-state energy EQ as a function of A 
for R = 3.45. The correlation function v/as the same 
for each value of A. 

A (A* ) En(°K) 

1.30 7.27 

1.40 6.80 (min.) 

1.50 7.61 



TABLE IV 

Convergence of the n-body cluster integral for the f i r s t -
neighbour exchange frequency (J-.) the second-neighbour 
exchange frequency (J2) and the 112-triple exchangegfrequency o-'t 
(J-j12) for the nearest-neighbour distance R = 3.65 A and A = 1.15 A .. 

n 

2 

5 

6 

8 

10 

14 

15 

18 

20 

J^ IO - 5 °K) 

-48.4 

— 

' — 

-6.1 +0 .2 

— 

-10.3 + 0.3 

~ 

— 

-10.6 t 0.3 

J2(10 -6 °K) 

-42.2 

— 

-2.40 + 0.04 

— 

— 

-2.03 t 0.14 

— 

-2.4 ± 0.3 

J 1 1 2 O0' 6 °K) 

~ 

-7.0 +0 .2 

— 

~ 

-2.45 t 0.35 

— 

-2.5 t 0.17 
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TABLE V 

pi 1* 

f 

Typical values of J , , J? and J 1 1 9 
distances of 3.45 A and*3.65 A. 

for nearest-neighbour 

J^IO"5 °K) J2(10"6 °K) J119(10"6 °K) '112* 

R = 3.65 

A = 1.15 

R = 3.65 

A = 1.0 

R = 3.45 

A =1.40 

- 10.6 + 0.3 

- 40.0 + 4 

- 1.9 + 0.1 

-2.4 + 0.3 

-14.3 + 1.4 

-0.37 ±0.06 

-2.5 t 0.17 

-14.0 ± 1.0 

-0.35 + 0.03 

A ) 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1: The correlation function f compared with the Nosanow 

correlation function (N), the-Guyer correlation 

function (G) and the Hensen-Levesque correlation function 

(HL). Here f , indicates the first-neighbour correlation 

function and f« the second-neighbour correlation for a 
L o o-2 

first-neighbour distance R = 3.65 A and A = 1.15 A , 
whereas f,* indicates the first-neighbour correlation 

' o o-2 

function for R = 3.45 A and A = 1.40 A . 

Figure 2: Calculated volume dependence of the ground-state 

energy as compared with the experimental values (E), 

the Nosanow values (N), the Guyer values (G), and 

the Hensen and Levesque values (HL). The two points 

are calculated from the variational equation. The curves 

( I ) and ( I I ) indicate the Monte-Carlo calculations; ( I ) 

used the same A values as the numerical results, whereas 

( I I ) indicates the Monte-Carlo minimum using the numerical 

correlation functions. 

Figure 3: The pair distribution functions calculated from the 

differential equation (solid line) and the Monte-

Carlo method (dashed l ine). 

Figure 4: The sphericalized one-particle distribution function 
o 

calculated by Konte Carlo methods \R = 3.65 A, 
o-2 

A = 1.15 A ). The dashed line is the Hartree one-
o-2 

particle distribution function with A = 1.15 A . 
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The exchange integral J as a function of the 
nearest-neighbour distance R. The dashed lines 
labelled RHM and PA are experimental values of J, 
from the thermodynamic data of Panczyk and Adams 
(PA), and the NMR data of Richardson, 
Hunt and Meyer (RHM) . The remaining curves 
labelled ES are theoretical results for J p J2, J-|12» 
obtained using the values of the Einstein parameter 
due to Ebner and Sung (ES) and the Nosanow correlation 
function. The points and solid lines are the 
results of the present calculation. For our 
calculation, 1 J01 r̂  lJ119l . 
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